In the Steiner Point Removal (SPR) problem, we are given a weighted graph G = (V, E) and a set of terminals K ⊂ V of size k. The objective is to find a minor M of G with only the terminals as its vertex set, such that distances between the terminals will be preserved up to a small multiplicative distortion. Kamma, Krauthgamer and Nguyen [SICOMP2015] devised a ball-growing algorithm with exponential distributions to show that the distortion is at most O(log 5 k). Cheung [SODA2018] improved the analysis of the same algorithm, bounding the distortion by O(log 2 k). We devise a novel and simpler algorithm (called the Noisy Voronoi algorithm) which incurs distortion O(log k). This algorithm can be implemented in almost linear time (O(|E| log |V |)). * A preliminary version was published at SODA'18 [Fil18].
Introduction
In graph compression problems the input is usually a massive graph. The objective is to compress the graph into a smaller graph, while preserving certain properties of the original graph, such as distances or cut values. Compression allows us to obtain faster algorithms, while reducing the storage space. In the era of massive data, the benefits are obvious. Examples of such structures are graph spanners [PS89] , distance oracles [TZ05] , cut sparsifiers [BK96] , spectral sparsifiers [BSS12] , vertex sparsifiers [Moi09] and more.
In this paper we study the Steiner point removal (SPR) problem. Here we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with positive weight function w : E → R + , and a subset of terminals K ⊆ V of size k (the non-terminal vertices are called Steiner vertices). The goal is to construct a new graph M = (K, E ) with positive weight function w , with the terminals as its vertex set, such that: (1) M is a graph minor of G, and (2) the distance between every pair of terminals t, t is distorted by at most a multiplicative factor of α, formally
Property (1) expresses preservation of the topological structure of the original graph. For example if G was planar, so will M be. Whereas property (2) expresses preservation of the geometric structure of the original graph, that is, distances between terminals. The question is: what is the minimal α (which may depend on k) such that every graph with a terminal set of size k will admit a solution to the SPR problem with distortion α.
The first one to study a problem of this flavor was Gupta [Gup01] , who showed that given a weighted tree T with a subset of terminals K, there is a tree T with K as its vertex set, that preserves all the distances between terminals up to a multiplicative factor of 8. Chan, Xia, Konjevod, and Richa [CXKR06] , observed that the tree T of Gupta is in fact a minor of the original tree T . They showed that 8 is the best possible distortion, and formulated the problem for general graphs. This lower bound of 8 is achieved on the complete unweighted binary tree, and is the best known lower bound for the general SPR problem.
Basu and Gupta [BG08] showed that on outerplanar graphs, the SPR problem can be solved with distortion O(1).
Kamma, Krauthgamer and Nguyen were the first to bound the distortion for general graphs. They suggested the Ball-growing algorithm. Their first analysis provide O(log 6 k) distortion (conference version [KKN14] ), which they later improved to O(log 5 k) (journal version [KKN15] ). Recently, Cheung [Che18] improved the analysis of the Ball-growing algorithm further, providing an O(log 2 k) upper bound on the distortion.
The Ball-growing algorithm constructs a terminal partition, that is a partition where each cluster is connected and contains a single terminal. The minor is then constructed by contracting all the internal edges in all clusters. The weight of the minor edge {t, t } (if exist) defined simply to d G (t, t ). The clusters are generated iteratively. In each round, by turn, each terminal t j increases the radius R j of its ball-cluster V j in an attempt to add more vertices to its ball cluster V j . Once a vertex joins some cluster, it will remain there. In round , the radii are (independently) distributed according to an exponential distribution, where the mean of the distribution grows in each round. A description of the Ball-growing algorithm could be found in Appendix B.
The main contribution of this paper is a new upper bound of O(log k) for the Steiner Point Removal problem. In a preliminary conference version [Fil18] , the author improved the analysis of the Ball-growing algorithm, providing an O(log k) upper bound. In this paper we devise a novel algorithm called the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm. We bound the distortion incurred by the minor produced using the Noisy-Voronoi by O(log k) as well. Nevertheless, the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm is arguably simpler and more intuitive compared to the Ball-growing algorithm. Both algorithms grow clusters around the terminals, the main difference is that the Ball-growing algorithm has many iterations, growing slowly from all terminals (almost in parallel), while the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm has one round only (each terminal construct a cluster by turn and done. The analysis in [Fil18] was built upon [Che18] . In both papers, a considerable effort was made to lower and upper bound the number of the round in which each non-terminal is clustered. The analysis in this paper is quite similar to [Fil18] , while all the round-base analysis simply becomes unnecessary. Furthermore, we devise an efficient implementation of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm in almost linear time O (m + min{m, nk} · log n) (m (resp. n) here is the number of edges (resp. vertices) in G). While the Ball-growing algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time, it is not clear how to do so efficiently.
We show that the analysis of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm is asymptotically tight. That is, there are graphs for which the Noisy-Voronoi produces a minor which incur distortion Ω(log k). We prove a similar lower bound also for the Ball-growing algorithm. However, there we are only able to prove a Ω( √ log k) lower bound on the performance of the algorithm.
Related Work
Englert et. al. [EGK + 14] showed that every graph G, admits a distribution D over terminal minors with expected distortion O(log k). Formally, for all t i , t j ∈ K, it holds that 1 ≤
≤ O (log k). Thus, Theorem 1 can be seen as improvement upon [EGK + 14], where we replace distribution with a single minor. Englert et. al. showed better results for β-decomposable graphs, in particular, they showed that graphs excluding a fixed minor admit a distribution with O(1) expected distortion.
Krauthgamer, Nguyen and Zondiner [KNZ14] showed that if we allow the minor M to contain at most k 2 2 Steiner vertices (in addition to the terminals), then distortion 1 can be achieved. They further showed that for graphs with constant treewidth, O(k 2 ) Steiner points will suffice for distortion 1. Cheung, Gramoz and Henzinger [CGH16] 
Technical Ideas
The basic approach in this paper, as well as in all previous papers on SPR in general graphs, is to use terminal partitions in order to construct a minor for the SPR problem. Specifically, we partition vertex v j we add a terminal using a unit weight edge. The Voronoi cell of the terminal t j is {t j , v j }. The minor M induced by this terminal partition is a path t 1 , . . . , t k where the weight of each edge equals 2 + . The original distance in G between t 1 to t k is 2 + (k − 1) · , while the distance in the minor M equals (k − 1) · (2 + ). In particular, when tends to 0, the distortion tends to k − 1.
the vertices into k connected clusters, with a single terminal in each cluster. Such a partition induces a minor by contracting all the internal edges in each cluster. See the preliminaries for more details.
Considering such a framework, the most natural idea will be to partition the vertices into the Voronoi cells. i.e., the cluster V j of the terminal t j will contain all the vertices v for which t j is the closest terminal. However, this approach miserably fails and can incur distortion as large as k − 1. See Figure 1 for illustration.
Our idea is to introduce some noise in order to avoid the sharp boundaries between the clusters. Specifically, we order the terminals in an arbitrary order. For each terminal t j we sample a parameter R j ≥ 1 that we will call its magnitude. Then, by turn, each terminal will construct a cluster V j which will be essentially a magnified (by R j ) Voronoi cell (in the remaining graph). However, in order to maintain connectivity, the magnified Voronoi cell is constructed in a "Dijkstra manner" as follows.
For every vertex v, denote by D(v) the distance from v to its closest terminal.
then v joins the cluster V j . The process terminates when no new potential vertices remain. Then we move on to the next terminal and repeat the same process on the remaining graph. Eventually, all of G is partitioned into clusters.
To sample R j , we first sample g j according to geometric distribution with parameter p = 1 5 . Then, R j set to be (1 + δ) g j where δ = Θ( 1 ln k ). In particular, all the R j 's are bounded by some universal constant w.h.p.
Next, we provide some intuition for the distortion analysis. Consider a pair of terminals t, t , and let P t,t be the shortest path between them in the original graph G. When the algorithm terminates, all the vertices in P t,t are clustered by different terminals. See Figure 4 for illustration. Let D 1 , . . . , D k be the partition of the vertices in P t,t induced by the partition of all vertices created by the algorithm. i.e., D i = P t,t ∩ V i For simplicity at this stage, we will assume that every D j is continuous. In the induced minor graph, there is an edge between any two consecutive terminals t j and t j+1 . Therefore the distance between t to t in the minor graph can be bounded by j d G (t j , t j+1 ). Let v j be the "first" vertex on P t,t to be covered by t j . "First" here is in the following sense: we think on the sampling of R j in a consecutive manner. For a vertex v, let r v denote the minimal value of R j such that v ∈ V j . Then v j is defined to be the vertex with the minimal value r v . Using the triangle inequality, Figure 4 for an illustration).
In order to bound the distortion, we need to bound the sum of "deviations" k i=1 d G (t i , v i ) from the shortest path. However, these deviations are heavily dependent. Instead of analyzing the deviations directly, we will follow an approach first suggested by [Che18] . We partition the shortest path P t,t from t to t into a set of intervals Q, the idea will be to count for each interval Q how many deviation start from this interval (denoted X(Q)). Specifically, for each deviation, we will charge the interval in which this deviation was initiated. Afterwards, we will be able to replace the sum of deviations above by a linear combination of the interval charges.
The partition of the shortest path P t,t into intervals is done such that the length of each interval Q ∈ Q will be a log k fraction of the distance from the interval to its closest terminal. Such interval lengths will ensure the following crucial property: given that some vertex v ∈ Q joins the cluster V j (of the terminal t j ), with probability at least 1 − p, all of Q joins V j .
Using this property alone, one can show that the expected charge on each interval is bounded by a constant. This already will imply an O(log k) distortion on each pair in expectation. However, as we are interested in O(log k) distortion on all pairs with high probability, a more subtle argument is required. We couple the interval charges into a series of independent random variables that dominate the interval charges. Then, a concentration bound on the independent variables implies an upper bound on the sum of interval charges, which provides O(log k) distortion with high probability.
Paper Organization
In Section 3 we describe the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm and prove some of its basic properties. Then, in Section 4 we analyze the distortion incurred by the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm. In Section 5 we introduce a small modification to the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm. We prove that the distortion analysis is still valid, and explain how the modified algorithm can be efficiently implemented. In Section 6 we prove that our analysis of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm is asymptotically tight (and provide some lower bound on the performance of the Ball-growing algorithm). Finally, in Section 7 we provide some concluding remarks, and discuss further directions.
Preliminaries
Appendix C contains a summary of all the definitions and notations we use. The reader is encouraged to refer to this index while reading.
We consider undirected graphs G = (V, E) with positive edge weights w : E → R ≥0 . Let d G denote the shortest path metric in G. For a subset of vertices A ⊆ V , let G[A] denote the induced graph on A. Fix K = {t 1 , . . . , t k } ⊆ V to be a set of terminals. For a vertex v, D(v) = min t∈K d G (v, t) is the distance from v to its closest terminal. For clarity, we will assume that all metric distances are unique The distortion is realized between t 1 and t 3 , and is
). Moreover, we will assume that for every pair v, u there is a unique shortest path. Otherwise, we can introduce arbitrarily small perturbations.
A graph H is a minor of a graph G if we can obtain H from G by edge deletions/contractions, and vertex deletions. Figure 2 for an illustration. The induced minor by terminal partition {V 1 , . . . , V k }, is a minor M , where each set V i is contracted into a single vertex called (abusing notation) t i . Note that there is an edge in M from t i to t j iff there are vertices v i ∈ V i and v j ∈ V j such that {v i , v j } ∈ E. We determine the weight of the edge {t i , t j } ∈ E(M ) to be d G (t i , t j ). Note that by the triangle inequality, for every pair of (not necessarily neighboring) terminals t i , t j , it holds that
Probability
For a distribution D, X ∼ D denotes that X is a random variable distributed according to D.
Geo(p) denotes the Geometric distribution with parameter p. Here we toss a biased coin with probability p for heads, until the first time we get heads. Geo(p) is the number of coin tosses. Formally,
Exponential distribution is the continuous analogue of Geometric distribution. Exp(λ) denotes the Exponential distribution with mean λ and density function f (x) = 1 λ e − x λ for x ≥ 0. Exponential distribution is closed under scaling, that is, for X ∼ Exp(λ), c · X is distributed according to Exp(cλ). We will use the following concentration bound. Lemma 1. Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n 's are independent random variables, where each X i is distributed according to Exp(λ i ). Let X = i X i and
In Appendix A we prove a more general bound. In particular, Lemma 1 above is a special case of Lemma 6 (which is obtained by choosing parameters α = a µ − 1 and t = 1 2λ M ).
Algorithm
The terminals are ordered in arbitrary order t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k . The Noisy-Voronoi algorithm has k rounds, where in the round i, the cluster V i (containing t i ) is constructed in the graph induced by the nonterminal vertices not clustered so far.
The clusters are created using the Create-Cluster procedure. The algorithm provides a random variable R j = (1 + δ) g j , where g j is distributed according to geometric distribution with parameter p.
The Create-Cluster procedure runs in a Dijkstra-like fashion. During the execution, we maintain three sets.
(1) V j : the currently created cluster (initiated to be {t j }).
(2) U : the set of vertices who were "refused" to join V j .
(3) N : the set of neighboring vertices to V j (who are not in U ).
While N is non-empty, the algorithm extracts an arbitrary vertex v from N .
Otherwise v joins U . In the case where v joins V j , all its neighbors (outside of U ∪ V j ), join N . As each vertex might join N at most once, eventually N becomes empty. Then the procedure ceases and returns V j .
1: Set δ = 1 20 ln k and p = 1 5 .
// V ⊥ is the currently unclustered vertices. 3: for j from 1 to k do 4:
Choose independently at random g j distributed according to Geo(p).
5:
Set R j ← (1 + δ) g j .
6:
Set V j ← Create-Cluster(G, V ⊥ , t j , R j ).
7:
Remove all the vertices in V j from V ⊥ . 8: end for 9: return the terminal-centered minor M of G induced by V 1 , . . . , V k . Theorem 1. With probability 1 − 1 k , in the minor graph M returned by Algorithm 1, it holds that for every two terminals
First we argue that Algorithm 1 indeed produces a terminal partition.
Lemma 2. The sets V 1 , . . . , V k constructed by Algorithm 1 constitutes a terminal partition.
Proof. It is straightforward from the description of the algorithm that the sets V 1 , . . . , V k are disjoint, and that for every j, t j ∈ V j and G[V j ] is connected. The only non trivial property we have to show is that every vertex v ∈ V joins some cluster.
, and let P = {t j = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u s = v} be the shortest path from t j to v in G. Note that as P is a shortest path, t j is also the closest terminal to all the vertices in P . As t j = u 0 ∈ V j , at least one vertex from P is clustered during the algorithm. Let u i be the first clustered vertex from P (w.r.t time). Denote by V j the
// U is the set of vertices already denied from V j . 3: Set N to be all the neighbors of t j in V ⊥ . 4: while N = ∅ do 5:
Let v be an arbitrary vertex from N .
6:
Remove v from N . Add v to U .
12:
end if 13: end while 14: return V j . cluster u i joins to. We argue by induction on i ≥ i that u i also joins V j . This will imply that u s = v joins V j and thus is clustered.
Moreover, all the neighbors of u i join N . Therefore u i+1 necessarily joined to the set N (at some stage during the execution of the Create-Cluster procedure for V j ). As
Modification
Let∆ = min t,t ∈K {d G (t, t )} denote the minimal distance between a pair of terminals. Note that ∆ > 0. For the sake of analysis we will make a preprocessing step to ensure that every edge e has weight at most c w ·∆ = δ 24 ·∆. This can be achieved by subdividing larger edges, i.e. adding additional vertices of degree two in the middle of such edges. Denote byĜ the modified graph G, when we repeatedly subdivide edges until every edge e has small enough weight. We argue that such subdivisions did not effect whatsoever the terminal-centered minor returned by Algorithm 1.
LetG be the graph G with subdivided edge e. Specifically, we add a new Steiner vertex v e , and replace the edge e by two new edges {v e , v}, {v e , u}, both of weight ω/2.
Fix g 1 , . . . , g k and consider Algorithm 1 where the random choices in Line 4 are g 1 , . . . , g k respectively. Then the terminal-centered minor M returned on input G is the same as the terminal-centered minor M returned on inputG .
Proof. As g 1 , . . . , g k are fixed, Algorithm 1 is now deterministic. Let V 1 , . . . , V k be the terminal partition induced by Algorithm 1 on G, and similarly letṼ 1 , . . . ,Ṽ k be the terminal partition induced by Algorithm 1 onG. We argue that for all j, V j =Ṽ j \ {v e }. Note that this will imply our claim. Indeed, let V j , V j be the clusters such that v ∈ V j and u ∈ V j . As each cluster is connected,
necessarily v e ∈ V j ∪ V j . By the definition of subdivision, this will imply that the terminal-centered minors are indeed identical.
Each Steiner vertex can be clustered only after at least one of its neighbors is clustered. Therefore v e cannot be clustered before both v and u. W.l.o.g v joined V j while u is still unclustered. The vertex v e wasn't examined before the clustering of v. Denote by V j (resp.Ṽ j ) the set V j (resp.Ṽ j ) right after the clustering of v at the execution of Algorithm 1 on G (resp.G). Note that the order of extraction from N in Line 5 of Algorithm 2 is determined deterministically. Therefore, up to the clustering of v the algorithm behaved the same on both G andG. In particular, for all j < j, V j =Ṽ j . Moreover, V j =Ṽ j . After v joins V j , v e joins (for the first time) to the set N (forG). Note that
. Consider the following cases:
. Therefore u will also not joinṼ j .
As v e has edges only to v and u, v e has no impact on any other vertex. Therefore the clusterṼ j will be constructed in the same manner as V j (up to maybe containing v e ). Note that all the other clusters will not be effected, as if v e remained unclustered, it becomes a leaf. We conclude that for every j ,
Therefore v e will joinṼ j , which will ensure that u joinsÑ , and afterwards toṼ j . Note that v e has no other impact. In particular, for every
Consider the modified graphĜ. Suppose that we proved that with probability at least 1 − 1 k , in the minor graphM returned by Algorithm 1 forĜ, it holds that for every two terminals t, t ,
Then by repetitive use of Claim 1 (once for every new vertex), Theorem 1 follows. From now on, we will abuse notation and refer to the graphĜ as G. Note that all this is done purely for the sake of analysis, as by Claim 1 we will get the same minor when running Algorithm 1 for either G orĜ. Thus, in fact, we will execute Algorithm 1 on the original graph with no modifications.
Distortion Analysis

Interval and Charges
In this section we describe in detail the probabilistic process of breaking the graph into clusters from the view point of the Steiner vertices. The main objective will be to define a charging scheme, which we can later use to bound the distortion.
Consider two terminals t and t . Let P t,t = {t = v 0 , . . . , v γ = t } be the shortest path from t to t in G. We can assume that there are no terminals in P t,t other than t, t . This is because if we will prove that for every pair of terminals t, t such that P t,
the this property will be implied for all terminal pairs.
The distance from the interval Q to the terminals, denoted D(Q) = D(v a ) is simply the distance from its leftmost point v a to the closest terminal to v a . Set c int = 1 6 ("int" for interval). We partition the vertices in P t,t into consecutive intervals Q, such that for every Q ∈ Q,
(1)
Such a partition could be constructed as follows: Sweep along the interval P t,t in a greedy manner, after partitioning the prefix v 0 , . . . , v h−1 , to construct the next Q, simply pick the minimal index s such that
. Note that such s could always be found, as
In the beginning of Algorithm 1, all the vertices of P t,t are active. Consider round j in the algorithm when terminal t j constructs its cluster V j . Specifically, it picks g j and sets R j ← (1+δ) g j . Then, using the Create-Cluster procedure it grows a cluster in a "Dijkstra" fashion. If no active vertex joins V j , we say that t j doesn't participate in P t,t . Otherwise, let a j ∈ P t,t (resp., b j ) be the active vertex that joins to V j with minimal (resp., maximal) index (w.r.t P t,t ). All the vertices {a j , . . . , b j } ⊂ P t,t between a j and b j (w.r.t the order induced by P t,t ) become inactive. We call this set {a j , . . . , b j } a detour D j from a j to b j . See Figure 3 for an illustration.
Within each interval Q, each maximal sub-interval of active vertices is called a slice. We denote by S(Q) the current number of slices in Q. In the beginning of the algorithm, for every interval Q, S(Q) = 1, while at the end of the algorithm S(Q) = 0.
For an active vertex v, let r v be the minimal choice of R j (determined by g j ), that will force v to join V j . Let v j be the active vertex with minimal r v (breaking ties arbitrarily). Note that V j is monotone with respect to R j . That is, if v will join V j for R j = r, it will join V j for R j = r ≥ r as well. We denote by Q j ∈ Q the interval containing v j . Similarly, S j is the slice containing v j . We charge Q j for the detour D j . We denote by X(Q) the number of detours the interval Q is currently charged for. For every detour D j which is contained in D j (that is a j < a j < b j < b j w.r.t. the order induced by P t,t ), we erase the detour and its charge. That is, for every Q = Q j , X(Q ) might only decrease, while X(Q j ) might increase by at most 1 (and can also decrease as a result of deleted detours). We denote byX(Q) the size of X(Q) by the end of Algorithm 1. Figure 3 illustrates a single step.
Next, we analyze the change in the number of slices as a result of constructing the cluster V j . If R j < r v j , then no active vertex joins V j and therefore X(Q) and S(Q) stay unchanged, for all Q ∈ Q. Otherwise, R j ≥ r v j , a new detour will appear, and will be charged upon Q j . All the slices S which are contained in D j are deleted. Every slice S that intersects D j but is not contained in it will be replaced by one or two new slices. If D j ∩ S / ∈ {D j , S}, then S is replaced by a single new sub-slice S . The only possibility for a slice to be replaced by two sub-slices is if D j ⊆ S, and D j does not contain an "extremal" vertex in S (see Figure 3 , scenario (A)). This can happen only at S j . We conclude that for every Q = Q j , S(Q ) might only decrease, while S(Q j ) might increase by at most 1.
Claim 2. Assuming R j ≥ r v j , all of S j joins V j with probability at least 1 − p. 1 For ease of notation we will denote v−1 = t and vγ+1 = t .
The figure illustrates round j in Algorithm 1, when t j grows the cluster V j . We present two scenarios for different choices of R j . The black line is part of P t,t the shortest path from t to t . The blue intervals Q i represent the intervals in Q. The red sub-intervals S i represent the slices (maximal continuous subsets of active vertices). Where S 2 , S 3 ⊂ Q 2 and S 4 , S 5 ⊂ Q 3 . The yellow areas represent detours D 1 and D 2 , where Q 2 (resp., Q 3 ) is charged for D 1 (resp., D 2 ). Note that vertices in that areas are inactive. The terminal t j increases gradually R j , the first vertex to be covered is v j . In scenario (A), the growth of R j terminates immediately after covering v j , and sets the borderline vertices a j and b j within the subinterval S j . While in scenario (B), the growth of R j continues for another step, setting both a j and b j out of S j . Vertices already inactive are colored in blue. Vertices who join the cluster V j are colored in red. The green vertices, are vertices which still un-covered, but nevertheless become inactive. Vertices which remain active after the creation of V j , are colored in black.
In scenario (A) all the vertices that become inactive, D j , are included in S 4 . Q 3 is charged for D j . The number of slices in Q 3 is increased by 1, and no other changes occur (X(Q 2 ) = 1, X(Q 3 ) = 2). In scenario (B) D contains all the vertices in S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , and part of the vertices in S 1 , S 6 . The number of slices in Q 2 and Q 3 become 0, while the number of slices in Q 1 and Q 4 remain unchanged. Q 3 is charged for D , while its charge for D 2 is erased. Additionally, the charge of Q 2 for D 1 is erased. That is, Q 2 will remain uncharged till the end of the algorithm (X(Q 2 ) = X(Q 2 ) = 0, X(Q 3 ) = 1).
Proof.
As v j joins V j for R j ≥ r v j , by Line 7 of Algorithm 2, necessarily
We will argue that for every u ∈ S j , the following inequality holds:
Next, assume that R j ≥ (1 + δ)r v j . Before the execution of the Create-Cluster procedure for V j , all the vertices in S j belong to V ⊥ (as all of them are active). Because R j ≥ r v j , v j will join V j (by the definition of r v j ). In particular, additional vertices from S j (if exist) will join N . Using inequality (2), for every u ∈ S j , d G (u, t j )/D u ≤ r v j (1 + δ) ≤ R j . Therefore every vertex from S j joining N will also join V j . In such a way, since S j is connected in V ⊥ , all the vertices of S j will join V j , as required.
Next, we analyze the probability that indeed R j ≥ (1 + δ)r v j . Recall that R j = (1 + δ) g j where g j is distributed according to geometric distribution with parameter P t,t . Conditioned on the event R j ≥ r v j , we have that
It remains to prove inequality (2). By the definition of D(Q j ) and the triangle inequality
Therefore, for every u ∈ S j ,
Similarly,
We conclude that
Bounding the Number of Failures
We define a cost function f : R |Q| + → R + , in the following way f ({x Q } Q∈Q ) = Q∈Q X(Q) · L + (Q) . 2 Note that the cost function f is linear and monotonically increasing coordinate-wise. In Section 4.3 we show that the distance d M (t, t ) between t and t in the minor graph M can be bounded by log k · f {X(Q)} Q∈Q , the scaled cost function applied on the charges. This section is devoted to proving the following lemma.
Using Claim 2, one can show that for every Q ∈ Q, E[X(Q)] = O(1), and moreover, w.h.p.X(Q) = O(log k) for all Q. However, we use a concentration bound on all {X(Q)} Q∈Q simultaneously in order to provide a stronger upper bound.
Bounding by independent variables
In our journey to bound f {X(Q)} Q∈Q , the first step will be to replace {X(Q)} Q∈Q with independent random variables. Consider the following process: a box B which contains coins of two types: active and inactive. In the beginning, there is a single active coin. In each round, we toss an active coin, which gets 0 (failure) with probability p, and 1 (success) with probability 1 − p. If we get a 0, two additional active coins are added to the box. In any case, the tossed coin becomes inactive. All the coin tosses throughout the proses are independent. The process terminates when no active coins remain. Let {B Q } Q∈Q be a set of |Q| independent boxes (here the box B Q resembles the interval Q). For the box B Q , denote by Z(Q) the number of active coins, by Y (Q) the number of inactive coins and byỸ (Q) the number of inactive coins at the end of the process.
Proof. The proof is done by coupling the two processes of Algorithm 1 and the coin tosses. We execute Algorithm 1, which implicitly induces slices and detour charges. Simultaneously, we will use Algorithm 1 to toss coins. Inductively, we will maintain the invariant that {Y (Q)} Q∈Q and {Z(Q)} Q∈Q are no less then {X(Q)} Q∈Q and {S(Q)} Q∈Q (respectively) coordinate-wise.
In the beginning {X
Consider round j, where the cluster V j is created for the terminal t j . If R j < r v j then nothing happens, and the invariant holds. Else, R j ≥ r v j , we will make a coin toss from the B Q j box. Let p be the probability that not all of S j joins V j . By Claim 2, p ≤ p. If indeed not all of S j joins V j , the toss result is set to 0. Otherwise, with probability p−p 1−p the toss set to 0. Note that the probability of 0 is exactly p · 1 + (1 − p ) · p−p 1−p = p. Next we argue that the invariant is maintained in either case. If not all of S j joins Q j , then S(Q j ) might increase by at most one, while the number of active coins Z Q j increases by exactly one. Otherwise, all of S j joins Q j . In this case S(Q j ) necessarily decreases by at least one, while Z Q j might either decrease or increase by one. For the charge parameter, X(Q j ) might increase by at most one, while the number of inactive coins Y (Q j ) increases by exactly one. For every Q = Q j , S(Q ) and X(Q ) might only decrease, while Z Q and Y (Q ) stay unchanged. We conclude that the invariant is holds after the construction of the cluster V j .
At the end of the algorithm (when no slices are left), we might still have some active coins. In this case we will simply toss coins until no active coins remain (note that this indeed happens with probability 1). Note that by doing so {Y (Q)} Q∈Q can only grow coordinate-wise. As the marginal distribution on {Ỹ (Q)} Q∈Q is exactly identical to the original one, the claim follows.
Replacing Coins with Exponential Random Variables
Our next step is to replace each Y (Q) with exponential random variable. This replacement will make the use of concentration bounds more convenient. Consider some box B Q . An equivalent way to describe the probabilistic process in B Q is the following. Take a single coin with failure probability p, toss this coin until the number of successes exceeds the number of failures. The total number of tosses is exactlyỸ (Q). Note thatỸ (Q) is necessarily odd. Next we bound the probability that Y (Q) ≥ 2m + 1, for m ≥ 1. This is obviously upper bounded by the probability that in a series of 2m tosses we had at least m failures (as otherwise the process would have stopped earlier, in fact this true even for 2m − 1 tosses). Let χ i be an indicator for a failure in the i'th toss, and χ = 2m i=1 χ i . Note that E [χ] = 2m · p. A bound on χ follows by Chernoff inequality.
Fact 1 (Chernoff inequality). Let X 1 , . . . , X n be i.i.d indicator variables each with probability p. Set X = i X i and µ = E[X] = np. Then for every δ ≤ 2e − 1, Pr [X ≥ (1 + δ)µ] ≤ exp(−µδ 2 /4).
We conclude that the distribution ofỸ (Q) is dominated by 1 + Exp (10) (as for W ∼ Exp(10), Pr [1 + W ≥ 2m + 1] = exp − m 5 ). Let ({W (Q)} Q∈Q ) be i.i.d. random variables distributed according to Exp(10), since all the boxes are independent and f is linear and monotone coordinate-wise, we conclude:
Proof. Set ϕ = |Q|. Let Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q ϕ be some arbitrarily fixed ordering of the intervals. For s ∈ [ϕ], set f \{s} (x 1 , . . . , x s−1 , x s+1 , . . . , x ϕ ) = i∈[ϕ]\{s} x i · L + (Q i ). When integrating over the appropriate measure space, it holds that
Concentration
as every edge in P t,t is counted at least once, and at most twice in this sum. In particular f {1} Q∈Q ≤ 2∆. Recall that by our modification step, every edge in P t,t is of weight at most c w · ∆. In particular, for every Q ∈ Q, L + (Q) ≤ L(Q) + 2c w · ∆. For every vertex v on P t,t , it holds that
Therefore for every Q ∈ Q,
LetW (Q) ∼ L + (Q) · Exp (10). In particular,W (Q) ∼ Exp (10 · L + (Q)). SetW = Q∈QW (Q). Then f {W (Q)} Q∈Q is distributed exactly asW . The maximal mean among theW (Q)'s is λ M = max Q∈Q 10 · L + (Q) ≤ 10 · c int δ · ∆. The mean ofW is µ = Q∈Q 10 · L + (Q) ≤ 20∆. Set c con = 1 2 (con for concentration). Using Claim 3, Claim 4 and Lemma 1, we conclude
Note that c con ≤ 1, thus Lemma 3 follows.
Bounding the Distortion
Denote by E fBig the event that for some pair of terminals t, t , f {X(Q)} Q∈Q ≥ 43 · d G (t, t ). 3 By Lemma 3 and the union bound,
Proof. Let E B j be the event that R j > c d . It holds that
where the second inequality holds as log 1+δ c d = ln c d ln 1+δ ≥ 2 δ . By the union bound, Pr[E B ] ≤ 1 k 2 ≤ 1 2k as required.
Lemma 4. Assuming E B and E fBig , for every pair of terminals
Proof. Fix some t, t . By the end of Algorithm 1, all the vertices in P t,t = {t = v 0 , . . . , v γ = t } are divided into consecutive detours 4 D 1 , . . . , D k . The detour D j was constructed at round j by the terminal t j . The detour D j was charged upon the interval Q j , which contains the vertex v j . The leftmost vertex in D j is called a j , while the rightmost vertex is called b j . In particular, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, there is an edge in G between b j and a j+1 , and therefore there is an edge between t j to t j+1 in the terminal-centered minor M . As t = v 0 joins the cluster of itself, necessarily t 1 = t.
Similarly t k = t . See Figure 4 for an illustration. Using the triangle inequality, we conclude,
where the last inequality follows by our assumption E B . By the definition of D(Q j ), inequality (1) and triangle inequality,
Using the assumption E fBig , we conclude, 
Fast-Noisy-Voronoi Algorithm
In this section, we describe a slightly modified version of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm. Then we will show how to implement the modified algorithm in O(m log n) time.
Given two terminals t i , t j , and two clusters
denotes the length of the shortest path between t i and t j in G[V i ∪ V j ] that uses exactly one crossing edge between V i to V j . See Figure 5 for an illustration. in G from t 1 to t 2 is t 1 , a, b, t 2 and has length d G (t 1 , t 2 ) = 10. Note that all the vertices in this path are in V 1 ∪ V 2 . Nevertheless, the shortest path from t 1 to t 2 that uses only one crossing edge from t 1 to t 2 is {t 1 , b, t 2 } and has length d G,V1+V2 (t 1 , t 2 ) = 12.
In order to allow fast implementation, and avoid costly shortest path computations, we will introduce several modifications:
• In Algorithm 1, Line 9, we will modify the edge weights in the induced terminal-centered minor. The weight of the edge {t i , t j } (if exists) will be d G,V i +V j (t i , t j ) instead of d G (t i , t j ).
• In Algorithm 2, Line 5, instead of extracting an arbitrary vertex v from N , we will extract the closest vertex v to t j in N w.r.t. the shortest path metric induced by
, note that it is a different graph for each vertex). Similarly, in Line 7, instead of checking whether
The pseudo-code of the modified algorithm appears in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
Theorem 2. With probability 1 − 1 k , for the minor graph M returned by Algorithm 3, it holds that for every two terminals t, t , d M (t, t ) ≤ O (log k) · d G (t, t ). Moreover, executing Algorithm 3 takes O(m + min {m, nk} · log n) time.
We prove Theorem 2 in several steps. First, in Subsection 5.1 we show that Algorithm 3 indeed returns a terminal partition, and that similarity to Algorithm 1, the edge subdivision does not change the outcome of the algorithm. Then in Subsection 5.2 we'll go through the analysis provided in Section 4, Algorithm 3 M = Fast-Noisy-Voronoi(G = (V, E, w), K = {t 1 , . . . , t k }) 1: Set δ = 1 20 ln k and p = 1 5 .
5:
6:
Set V j ← Fast-Create-Cluster(G, V ⊥ , t j , R j ).
7:
Remove all the vertices in V j from V ⊥ . 8: end for 9: Let M be the minor of G created by contracting all the internal edges in V 1 , . . . , V k . The weight of the edge
Let v ∈ N be the vertex with minimal d G[V j ∪{v}] (v, t j ).
6:
Remove v from N .
Add v to V j .
9:
Add all the neighbors of v in V ⊥ \ U to N . Add v to U .
12:
end if 13: end while 14: return V j . and verify that it is still goes through for Algorithm 3 as well. Finally, in Subsection 5.3 we describe an efficient implementation of Algorithm 3.
Basic Properties
Consider the Fast-Create-Cluster procedure (Algorithm 4). This is a Dijkstra-like algorithm. For every vertex v,
. Note that for a vertex v, the value v is decreasing throughout the algorithm as the set V j grows. Note also that v is defined for all the vertices (but simply has value ∞ for vertices out of V j ∪ N ). Denote byˆ v the value v at the time v is extracted from N at Line 6 of Algorithm 4 (if such an occasion indeed occurs). Proof. The proof of the first property is by induction on the execution of the algorithm. Let v, v be a pair of vertices such that v was extracted from N right after v. It will be enough to show that By minimality, for every u ∈ N ,
≥ˆ v (as necessarily v ∈ N because it is extracted next). Otherwise, if the value v decreased, then necessarily v joined V j and the shortest path from from t j to v (inṼ j ∪ {v, v }) goes through v (as otherwise v would not have changed). In particular,
For the second property (that after extraction, v remains unchanged), seeking contradiction, assume that v is updated after some u is extracted from N and joined V j . This implies that the new shortest path from t j to v goes trough u, and thus is of length greater thanˆ u , a contradiction. Now we are ready to show that Algorithm 3 indeed returns a terminal partition (that is, reprove Lemma 2).
Lemma 5. The sets V 1 , . . . , V k constructed by Algorithm 3 constitutes a terminal partition.
Proof. It is clear that the clusters V 1 , . . . , V j are disjoint, and that each cluster is connected. It will be enough to argue that every vertex v ∈ V is clustered. Following along the lines of the proof of Lemma 2, let t j be the closest terminal to v, and P = {t j = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u s = v} be the shortest path from t j to v. Let u i be the first vertex from P t,t to be clustered during the algorithm (u 0 = t j ∈ V j , so at least one vertex in P t,t is clustered). Let V j be the cluster u i joins to. We argue by induction on i ≥ i that u i also joins V j . This will imply that u s = v joins V j and thus is clustered.
In particular, at that stage
As at least one neighbor (u i ) of u i+1 joins V j , u i+1 joins N at some stage of the algorithm. In particular, by Claim 6, when u i+1 will be extracted from N ,ˆ u i+1 ≤ R j · D(u i+1 ), and thus u i+1 will join V j as required.
We will use the modified graphĜ (with the subdivided edges) for the distortion analysis. In order to prove validity, we will argue that Claim 1 still holds.
Claim 7. In Claim 1, if we replace Algorithm 1 with Algorithm 3, the claim still holds.
Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of Claim 1. Let V 1 , . . . , V k (resp.Ṽ 1 , . . . ,Ṽ k ) be the terminal partition induced by Algorithm 3 on G (resp.G). We argue that for all j, V j =Ṽ j \ {v e }. As previously, this will imply that the terminal-centered minors have the same edges set.
As v e only subdivides the edge e, it will also hold for all i, j that
, and thus the edge weights in both minors will also be identical. In particular, the claim will follow.
Suppose w.l.o.g that v joins V j while u is still unclustered. Denote by V j (resp.Ṽ j ) the set V j (resp. V j ) right after the clustering of v at the execution of Algorithm 3 on G (resp.G). As previously, for all j < j, V j =Ṽ j , while V j =Ṽ j .
Recall thatˆ v = d G[V j ](t j ,v) (resp.˜ v ) denotes the distance between t j to v at the time of the extraction of v from N (resp.Ñ ). Note thatˆ v =˜ v . As v joins V j , necessarilyˆ v ≤ R j · D(v). In the rest of the proof we consider the following cases:
•ˆ u > R j · D(v) : In this case u will not join V j .
As v e has edges only to v and u, v e has no impact on any other vertex. In particular,ˆ u ≤˜ u . ThereforeṼ j will be constructed in the same manner as V j (up to maybe containing v e ). Note that all the other clusters will not be effected, as if v e remained unclustered, it becomes a leaf. We conclude that for every j , V j =Ṽ j \ {v u }.
Recall that ω is the weight of e. There are two sub-cases:
In particular, v e will joinṼ j , and˜ u will be updated to˜ ve + ω 2 =˜ v +ω. From this point on, the two algorithms will behave in the same way. In particular, for every j = j, V j =Ṽ j while V j ∪ {v e } =Ṽ j .
-ˆ u <ˆ v + ω -It holds that u joins V j . However, the shortest path in V j from t j to u did not goes trough v. Therefore, as v e did not effect any vertex (other than v, u), the execution will proceed in the same way in both algorithms, and u will joinṼ j . As each cluster is connected and all the vertices are clustered, necessarily v e will joinṼ j as well. We conclude that for every j = j, V j =Ṽ j while V j ∪ {v e } =Ṽ j .
Distortion Analysis
We will follow the distortion analysis of Algorithm 1 given in Section 4. Consider two terminals t, t . We will use the exact same notation (the reader is suggested to refer to Appendix C in order to recall notations and definitions). We start by reproving Claim 2.
Claim 8. During the execution of Algorithm 3, assuming R j ≥ r v j , all of S j joins V j with probability at least 1 − p.
Proof. Denote S j = {u j−q , . . . , u j , . . . , u j+q } ⊆ Q j ⊆ P t,t where v j = u j . Denote by V j the cluster V j right after u j joins. As u j joined, necessarily
≤ r v j ≤ R j . We will denote byV j the cluster V j at the end of the algorithm. Following inequality (4), with probability 1−p, R j ≥ (1+δ)r v j . We will show that if this event indeed occur, then S j ⊆V j .
We argue by induction on i, that u j+i ∈V j . The proof that u j−i ∈V j is symmetric. Assume that {u i , u i+1 , . . . , u j+i−1 } ⊆V j . Following inequalities (5) and (6) , L(Q j ) ≤ 2c int δ · D(v j ) and D(u j+i ) ≥ D(v j ) (1 − 2c int δ). As u i+j−1 ∈V j , u j+i necessarily joins N at some stage. In particular, at the time u j+i was extracted from N ,
where the first equality follows by Claim 6, asˆ u j+i remains unchanged after extraction. We conclude thatˆ
We conclude that u j+i joins V j as required.
In Subsection 4.2 we defined charge function f ({x Q } Q∈Q ) = Q∈Q X(Q) · L + (Q), and in Lemma 3 we upper bounded its value (w.h.p). In that analysis we exploit only Claim 2. Replacing it with Claim 8, the analysis still hold. That is Pr f {X(Q)} Q∈Q ≥ 43 · d G (t, t ) ≤ k −3 . Denote by E fBig the event that for some pair of terminals t, t , f X (Q 1 ), . . . ,X(Q ϕ ) ≥ 43 · d G (t, t ) . As previously, by union bound Pr [E fBig ] < 1 2k . Denote by E B the event that for some j, R j > c d . By Claim 5, Pr[E B ] ≤ 1 2k . We argue that assuming E B and E fBig (which happens with probability 1 − 1 k ), the distance between every pair of terminals t, t in the minor returned by Algorithm 3 bounded by O(log k) · d G (v, u). This will conclude the proof of the distortion argument in Theorem 2. Recall that in contrast to Algorithm 1, the weight of the edge {t i , t j } (if exists) is d G,V i +V j (t i , t j ) rather than d G (t i , t j ), this will force some changes to our analysis. Recall the notations we used in Lemma 4: the path P t,t is divided into consecutive detours D 1 , . . . , D k . The leftmost (resp. rightmost) vertex in D j denoted by a j (resp. b j ). Both a j , b j belong to V j , the cluster of t j . In particular, the graph G contains an edge between b j to a j+1 . Recall also that t 1 = t and t k = t (as each terminal covers itself). It holds that,
The third inequality follows by our assumption E B , as for every index j and vertex v ∈ V j , it holds
. The fifth inequality follows as all v j , b j , a j+1 , v j+1 lie on the same shortest path P t,t . The sixth inequality follows by
The equality follows by inequality (7) and E fBig .
Runtime
For the implementation of Algorithm 3 and the Fast-Create-Cluster procedure we will use two basic data structures. The first one is a binary array to determine set membership of the vertices. It is folklore (see for example [AH74] ) that an array could be initialized in constant time to be the all 0 array (that is the empty set). Changing entry (that is adding or deleting an element) also takes constant time. The second data structure is the Fibonacci heap (see [FT87] ). Here each element has a key (some real number), and we can add new element or decrease the value of the key in constant time. Finding the minimal element in the heap and deleting it takes O(log h) time (assuming there are currently h elements in the heap).
Before the execution of Algorithm 3, we compute the values D(v) for all v ∈ V . This is done using an auxiliary graph G where we add new vertex s with edges of weight 0 to all the terminals. Note that for every vertex v, the distance from s exactly equals D(v). Thus we can simply run Dijkstra algorithm from s to determine D(v) for all v ∈ V . The runtime is O(m + n log n) (see [FT87] ).
Next we give a detailed implementation of the Fast-Create-Cluster procedure. The sets V j , U and V ⊥ are stored using the arrays described above (V ⊥ will be a global variable). The set N will be stored using Fibonacci heap, where the key value of v ∈ N will be v (i.e. d G[V j ∪{v}] (v, t j )). Denote by N j all the elements who belong to N at any stage of the execution of the Next we bound the total cost of the k calls to the Fast-Create-Cluster procedure. |N j | can be bounded from above by both m j and n. Moreover, j m j ≤ 2m, as every edge is incident on only two vertices. We provide two upper bounds on the running time: Thus the total running time of this k calls bounded by O(m + min {m, nk} · log n). Finally we bound the total runtime of Algorithm 3 without the calls to the Create-Cluster. It is straightforward that up to Line 9, where we create the minor M given the clusters, all computations took O(n) time 5 . Using Claim 6, by the end of the for loop in Algorithm 3, for every j and v ∈ V j it holds that
. In order to create the minor graph M , we go over all the edges iteratively, for every edge {v, u} ∈ E, such that v ∈ V j , u ∈ V i and i = j. We add an edge {t i , t j } to M (if it does not exist already). The weight of the edge updated to be the minimum between the current weight (∞ if it does not exist yet) andˆ v + w({v, u}) +ˆ u (the keys at the time of extraction from N ). It is straightforward that by the end of this procedure we will indeed compute the minor M , and each edge In Subsection 6.1 we prove that our analysis of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm (Algorithm 1&Algorithm 3) is asymptotically tight. That is, there is a graph family on which the achieved distortion is Θ(log k). Next, in Subsection 6.2, we provide a lower bound on the performance of the Ball-growing algorithm studied by [KKN15, Che18, Fil18] . Specifically, we provide (the same) graph family on which the Ball-growing algorithm incurs Ω( √ log k) distortion. Recall that in [Fil18] , the author proved that the Ball-growing algorithm finds a minor with distortion O(log k). That is, while the analysis of the Ball-growing algorithm still might be improved, it cannot be pushed further than Ω( √ log k).
First, we show that the expected distortion incurred by the minor returned by the algorithms is large. Then, we deduce that with constant probability the (usual-worst case) distortion is also large. Formally, both the algorithms are randomized, and thus can be viewed as producing a distribution D over graph minors. Given such distribution D, the expected distortion of the pair t, t is
. The overall expected distortion is the maximal expected distortion among all terminal pairs. A final remark: both algorithms used an arbitrary order over the terminals, in contrast to similar algorithms for other problems [CKR04, FRT04] which consider a random order. Our lower-bounds will still hold even if one replaces the arbitrary order with a random one.
Lower bound on the performance of the Noisy-Voronoi algorithm
The following theorem provides a lower bound on the expected distortion incurred by Algorithm 1. The graphs which we will use for the lower bound are trees. As both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3 are identical where the input graph is a tree, the lower bound will also hold on Algorithm 3. Theorem 3. Fix some k ∈ N. There is a graph G = (V, E, w) with terminal set K of size k, such that the expected distortion of the minor returned by Algorithm 1 is Ω(log k).
Proof. We will assume that k is large enough, as otherwise 1 = Ω(log k) and hence every graph with k terminals provides a valid lower bound. Let G k be the graph described in Figure 1 with parameter = 14δ = Θ( 1 log k ). Let X j be an indicator for the event v j ∈ V j , that is t j covers v j . For X j to occur, it is enough that for every
For i such that |i − j| < 1 , it holds that log 1+δ (1 + |i − j| ) = ln(1+|i−j| ) ln(1+δ) ≥ |i−j| /2 δ . While for i such that |i − j| ≥ 1 , log 1+δ (1 + |i − j| ) ≥ ln 2 ln 1+δ ≥ 1 2δ . We conclude
= Ω(k). Note that the distance from t 1 to t k in the minor graph M k equals 2 + (k − 1) + 2X. We conclude
minimal distance between a terminal to a Steiner vertex in the input graph is exactly 1. In order to satisfy this condition we will add additional Steiner vertex as a leaf connected to t 1 via an edge of unit weight. Note that this new vertex has no impact on the resulting minor whatsoever, and therefore can be completely ignored.
As previously, we denote by X j the indicator for the event v j ∈ V j . Following the analysis of Theorem 4, if we will prove that Pr[X j ] = Ω(1) (for arbitrary j) it will imply expected distortion of Ω( 1 ).
Let R j be equal to R j (the magnitude of t j ) at the end of the m = log r 3 − 1 round. For simplicity we will assume that m is an integer, otherwise the analysis will go trough after slight modification of the parameters. Recall that R j = m =0 q j where q j distributed according to Exp(D · r ). Here r = 1 + δ ln k , δ = 1 20 , D = δ ln k , and all the q j are independent. It holds that
Where we used linearity of expectation and independence. In order that X j will occur, it is enough that R j ≥ d(t j , v j ), while for every j = j, R j < d(t j , v j ). Using Chebyshev inequality,
By union bound, the probability that for some j = j, R j ≥ d(t j , v j ) is bounded by
We conclude
The Theorem now follows. Following the lines of the proof of Corollary 1, we conclude:
Corollary 2. Fix some k ∈ N. There is a graph G = (V, E, w) with terminal set K of size k, such that with constant probability, the distortion of the minor returned by the Ball-Growing algorithm is Ω( √ log k)
Remark 1. Theorem 4 can also be proved using concentration bounds. However, the lower bound remain Ω( √ log k) so we provided the more basic proof using Chebyshev inequality. Nevertheless, the curious reader can find the required concentration bounds for such a proof in Appendix A.
Discussion
In this paper we proved an O(log k) upper bound for the Steiner Point Removal problem, improving the previous O(log 2 k) upper bound by [Che18] . The lower bound is still only 8 [CXKR06] . Closing this gap remains an intriguing open problem. Both the Noisy-Voronoi and the Ball-growing algorithms proceed by creating random terminal partitions. These partitions are determined using random parameters, which are chosen with no consideration whatsoever of the input graph G. At contrast, the optimal tree algorithm of [Gup01] is a deterministic recursive algorithm which make decisions after considering the tree structure at hand. It seems that the input-oblivious approach of the Noisy-Voronoi and the Ball-growing algorithms is doomed for failure, and in fact, both these algorithms already fail to achieve constant distortion on a simple tree example. As a conclusion, input-sensitive approaches seem to be more promising for future attempts to resolve the SPR problem.
We would like to emphesis two additional open problems:
• Expected distortion: Currently the state of the art for usual (worst-case) distortion, and expected distortion for the SPR problem is the same. Both have O(log k) upper bound and Ω(1) lower bound. There are cases where much better results can be achieved for expected distortion (e.g. embed a graph into a tree must incur distortion Ω(n), while a distribution over embeddings into trees can have expected distortion O(log n) [FRT04] ). What are the right bounds for expected distortion in the SPR problem?
• Special graph families: [BG08] showed that constant distortion for the SPR problem can be achieved on outer-planar graphs. It will be very interesting to achieve better upper bounds for planar graphs, and more generally for minor-free graphs, bounded treewidth graphs etc. In the expected distortion regime, an O(1) upper bound is already known [EGK + 14] for minor-free graphs.
A Concentration Bounds for Sum of Exponential Distributions Lemma 6. Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n 's are independent random variables, where each X i is distributed according to Exp(λ i ). Let X = i X i and λ M = max i λ i . Set µ = E [X] = i λ i . For 0 < t ≤ 1 2λ M , and α ≥ 2tλ M :
Pr [X ≥ (1 + α)µ] ≤ exp (−tµ · (α − 2tλ M )) . where in the second equality we use the fact that {X i } i are independent.
For the second inequality, it holds that: We derive the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n are independent random variables, where X i ∼ Exp(λ i ). Let X = i X i and λ M = max i λ i . Set µ = E [X] = i λ i . Then:
For α ≤ 2 : Pr [X ≥ (1 + α)µ] ≤ exp − α 2 µ 8λ M .
For α ≤ 1 :
For the first inequality we choose the parameter t = α 2 · 1 2λ M , while for the second inequality we choose the parameter t = α · 1 2λ M .
B The Ball-Growing Algorithm
The Ball-Growing algorithm assumes w.l.o.g that the minimal distance between terminal to a Steiner vertex in the input graph is exactly 1. Throughout the execution of the algorithm each terminal t j , is associated with a radius R j and cluster V j ⊂ V . The algorithm iteratively grow clusters V 1 , . . . , V k around the terminals. Once some vertex v joins some cluster V j , it will stay there. When all the vertices are clustered, the algorithm terminates. Initially the cluster V j contains only the terminal t j , while R j equals 0. The algorithm will have rounds, where each round consist of k steps. In step j of round , the algorithm samples a number q j according to distribution Exp(D · r ) (note that the mean of the distribution grows by a factor of r in each round). The radius R j grows by q j . We consider the graph induced by the unclustered vertices V ⊥ union V j . Every unclustered vertex of distance at most R j from t j in G[V ⊥ ∪ V j ] joins V j .
Algorithm 5 M = Ball-Growing(G = (V, E), w, K = {t 1 , . . . , t k }) 1: Set r ← 1 + δ/ ln k, where δ = 1 /20. 2: Set D ← δ ln k . 3: For each j ∈ [k], set V j ← {t j }, and set R j ← 0.
for j from 1 to k do 8:
Choose independently at random q j distributed according to Exp(D · r ).
9:
Set R j ← R j + q j .
10:
Set V j ← B G[V ⊥ ∪V j ] (t j , R j ). . // This is the same as V j ← V j ∪ B G[V ⊥ ∪V j ] (t j , R j ).
11:
Set V ⊥ ← V \ ∪ k j=1 V j . Distortion of induced minor: maxi,j
. Geo(p) : geometric distribution with parameter λ.
Exp(λ) : exponential distribution with parameter p.
Modification
Every edge on P t,t has weight at most cw · dG(t, t ).
Constants p = 1 5 : parameter of the geometric distribution. δ = 1 20·ln k : jumps in Rj are of magnitude 1 + δ cw = δ 24 . c int = 1 6 : governs the size of interval in the partition Q of P t,t . ccon = 1 2 : used to bound the variation of the charge function from its expectation. c d = e 2 : bound on the maximal size of Rj.
Events E fBig : denotes that for some pair of terminals t, t , f ({X(Q)}Q∈Q ≥ 43 · dG(t, t ).
E B : denotes that the exist j, such that Rj > c d .
Notations
Vj : cluster of tj.
Rj : magnitude of the cluster of tj.
V ⊥ : set of unclustered (uncovered) vertices. 
